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Question1:-Identify the misspelled word in the list below
A:-CHEAROSCURIST
B:-PRONUNCIATION
C:-INDISPENSABLE
D:-CONTROVERSY
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question2:- Identify the misspelled word in the list below
A:-MASSACRE
B:-TACETURNITY
C:-RETICENCE
D:-EXCRUCIATE
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question3:-Identify the misspelled word
A:-ARGUEMENT
B:-COLLECTIBLE
C:-DUMBBELL
D:-EXHILARATE
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question4:-Identify the misspelled word
A:-INTELLIGENCE
B:-LIAISON
C:-HEIRARCHY
D:-PERSEVERANCE
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question5:-Identify the misspelled word
A:-SUCCESSFUL
B:-WITHHOLD
C:-REFFERED
D:-OCCURRED
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question6:-Out of the four given alternatives, choose the one which best expresses the meaning of the given word.
AUDACIOUS
A:-Useless
B:-Bold
C:-Foolish
D:-Crazy
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question7:-Out of the four given alternatives, choose the one which best expresses the meaning of the given word.
MALINGERER
A:-One who likes to work hard
B:-One who works with lot of enthusiasm
C:-One who works for long time in a day
D:-One who shirks work
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question8:-Out of the four given alternatives, choose the one which best expresses the meaning of the given word.
EMBELLISH
A:-Beautify
B:-Enumerate
C:-Astonish
D:-Relinquish
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question9:-Out of the four given alternatives, choose the one which best expresses the meaning of the given word.
FULMINATION
A:-Deep appreciation
B:-Full respect
C:-Strong criticism
D:-Reasonless argument
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question10:-Out of the four given alternatives, choose the one which best expresses the meaning of the given word.
ALLEGIANCE
A:-Loyalty
B:-Hostile
C:-Admire
D:-Elegance
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question11:-Out of the four given alternatives, choose the one which is OPPOSITE in meaning to the given word.
GREGARIOUS
A:-Sociable
B:-Reclusive
C:-Garrulous
D:-Affable
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question12:-Out of the four given alternatives, choose the one which is OPPOSITE in meaning to the given word.
TEPID
A:-Lukewarm

B:-Halfhearted
C:-Enthusiastic
D:-Uneager
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question13:-Out of the four given alternatives, choose the one which is OPPOSITE in meaning to the given word.
ROOKIE
A:-Expert
B:-Apprentice
C:-Tyro
D:-Novice
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question14:-Out of the four given alternatives, choose the one which is OPPOSITE in meaning to the given word.
FRAGILE
A:-Frail
B:-Frangible
C:-Delicate
D:-Sturdy
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question15:-Out of the four given alternatives, choose the one which is OPPOSITE in meaning to the given word.
CAPRICIOUS
A:-Predictable
B:-Changeable
C:-Fluctuating
D:-Volatile
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question16:-Convert the sentence given in the question into INDIRECT SPEECH.
They said, “We play every day”.
A:-They said that they have been playing everyday
B:-They told that they play everyday
C:-They said that they played everyday
D:-They said that we played everyday
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question17:-Convert the sentence given in the question into INDIRECT SPEECH.
He said to me, “Will you be coming to the class, tomorrow?”
A:-He asked me if I would be going to the class the day after tomorrow.
B:-He asked me if I may be going to the class the following day
C:-He asked me if I will be going to the class the day after tomorrow
D:-He asked me if I would be going to the class the following day.
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question18:-Convert the sentence given in the question into INDIRECT SPEECH.
“I’m going to the shop now”, said Biju
A:-Biju said that he is going to the shop then.
B:-Biju said that he has gone to the shop then.
C:-Biju said that he had gone to the shop then.
D:-Biju said that he was going to the shop then.
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question19:-Convert the sentence given in the question into DIRECT SPEECH.
She asked me why I was late.
A:-She asked me, “Why are you late?”
B:-She asked me, “Why I was late?”
C:-She asked me, “Why you are late?”
D:-She asked me, “Why am I late?”
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question20:-Convert the sentence given in the question into DIRECT SPEECH.
Soorya advised me to go and consult a lawyer.
A:-“Shouldn’t you go and consult a lawyer?” asked Soorya.
B:-“You should go and consult a lawyer” said Soorya.
C:-Soorya asked me, “Will you go and consult a lawyer”
D:-Soorya told me, “Go and consult a lawyer”
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question21:-The following question has two blanks, each blank indicating something has been omitted. Choose the word for each blank which best fits the meaning of
the sentence as a whole.
The State Government……………………midday meals to …………..one million school children.
A:-Provides, over
B:-Supplies, equal
C:-Leaves, about
D:-Distributes, amount
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question22:-The following question has two blanks, each blank indicating something has been omitted. Choose the word for each blank which best fits the meaning of
the sentence as a whole.
A ……..at some of the countries that have so far successfully rolled out 5G networking technology shows that Japan and South Korea avoided auctions and ……adopted
the discretionary approach to spectrum allotment.
A:-Investigation, only
B:-Look, instead
C:-Inquiry, but
D:-Study, each
Correct Answer:- Option-B

Question23:-The following question has two blanks, each blank indicating something has been omitted. Choose the word for each blank which best fits the meaning of
the sentence as a whole.
The University Grant Commission’s recent notified guidelines will…….students to simultaneously pursue two academic programmes at multiple levels………..for PhD
courses.
A:-Allow, but
B:-Leave, may
C:-Enable, except
D:-Emphasis, much
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question24:-The following question has two blanks, each blank indicating something has been omitted. Choose the word for each blank which best fits the meaning of
the sentence as a whole.
India is facing the tremors from the shocks ………. from geo-political tensions that have choked supplies and ……………commodity prices.
A:-Emanating, increased
B:-Originating, left
C:-Impact, only
D:-Availed, through
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question25:-The following question has two blanks, each blank indicating something has been omitted. Choose the word for each blank which best fits the meaning of
the sentence as a whole.
The World Bank’s prognostications ………….country’s economic growth prospects seem more sanguine ……. some other agencies.
A:-About, for
B:-Of, only
C:-About, than
D:-Only, for
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question26:-The following idiom is followed by some alternatives. Choose the one which best expresses its meaning.
Achilles’ heel
A:-Strength
B:-Motivation
C:-Weakness
D:-Grace
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question27:-The following idiom is followed by some alternatives. Choose the one which best expresses its meaning.
Double whammy
A:-Twofold benefit
B:-Twofold blow
C:-Twofold strength
D:-Twofold power
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question28:-The following idiom is followed by some alternatives. Choose the one which best expresses its meaning.
Turned the corner
A:-Passed the crisis
B:-Come into close contact
C:-A foolish and fruitless search
D:-Far sighted and prudent
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question29:-The following idiom is followed by some alternatives. Choose the one which best expresses its meaning.
Kick the bucket
A:-Laugh uncontrollably
B:-Sleep tight
C:-Die
D:-Take good rest
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question30:-Pick out the most effective word from the given words to fill the blanks to make the sentence meaningfully complete.
The most important aspect of the Government’s economic policy is to implement Housing schemes for the……….of the living condition of the poorest of the poor in the
society.
A:-Insure
B:-Damage
C:-Betterment
D:-Manipulate
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question31:-Pick out the most effective word from the given words to fill the blanks to make the sentence meaningfully complete.
The girl made excellent…………..in her studies.
A:-Better
B:-Good
C:-Progress
D:-Growth
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question32:-Pick out the best filler which can complete the given sentence correctly.
He doesn’t work hard, ………….
A:-Doesn’t he?

B:-Don’t he?
C:-Does he?
D:-Did he?
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question33:-Look at the italicized part of the sentence.
Below the sentence are given some possible substitutions for the italicized part. If one of them is better than the italicized part, indicate your response against the
corresponding letter. If none of these substitutions improve the sentence, indicate ‘No improvement’ as your response.
“A Promised Land”

written by Barack Obama.

A:-are
B:-are being
C:-has been
D:-No improvement
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question34:-Look at the italicized part of the sentence.
Below the sentence are given some possible substitutions for the italicized part. If one of them is better than the italicized part, indicate your response against the
corresponding letter. If none of these substitutions improve the sentence, indicate ‘No improvement’ as your response.
Because of his numerous papers in the area of climate change research, his suggestions
A:-Are widely
B:-is wide
C:-Had been wide
D:-No improvement required
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question35:-Read the following passage and answer the question.

accepted in the climate change conference.

A report by investment bank Goldman Sachs 2021 states that the supply chain disruptions in the semiconductor industry have spillovers in over 169 industries. The
manufacturing of semiconductors requires large amount of capital and has an average gestation period of 6-9 months. Moreover, it has a fairly long production cycle of
about 18-20 weeks. Hence, any recovery from the supply chain disruptions will be a slow and costly affair. The report further stated that microchips and semiconductors
account for about 4.7 per cent of value added by the automotive industry. With the delay in supply, the average lead time in the automobile industry for 2021 has been
around 14 weeks globally. India has also experienced similar trends in the automobile sector. As per data from the Society of Indian Automobile Manufacturers (SIAM),
carmakers sold 219,421 passenger vehicles in the domestic market in December 2021, down 13 per cent (YoY). This is not a demand problem but a supply-side issue.
The information from various car manufacturer’s websites reveals a cumulative pendency of over 7 lakh orders , as of December 2021.
Carmakers sold only 219421 vehicles in Indian Market in December, 2021, down by 13 percent (YoY) because of………….
A:-Reduced demand due to covid-19 pandemic movement restrictions
B:-Reduced demand because people don’t have money to purchase car
C:-Automobile industry could not supply enough cars because of shortage of semiconductors.
D:-Reduced supply because car manufacturers are closing down factories because of covid-19 pandemic
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question36:-Read the following passage and answer the question.
As per Indian Economic Survey, the agriculture and allied sectors grew at a positive growth rate of 3.6 per cent during 2020-21. This became possible due to good
monsoon and various government measures to enhance credit availability, improve investments, create market facilities, promote infrastructure development in the
agriculture sector and increase provision of quality inputs to the sector. The timely intervention in the form of Atma Nirbhar Bharat (ANB) Abhiyan coupled with other
growth promoting schemes have further helped agriculture to achieve an improved growth of 3.9 per cent in 2021-22.
What is the main reason for the positive growth rate of agriculture and allied sectors in 2020-21?
A:-There was inadequate monsoon rain but government has not taken enough steps to enhance credit availability so as farmers can purchase agricultural inputs
B:-There was good monsoon but government did not take steps to provide quality inputs on time
C:-There was good monsoon and government has taken steps to enhance credit availability, improve investments, create market facilities, promote infrastructure
development in the agriculture sector
D:-Indian agriculture is deeply depended on good monsoon for its performance
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question37:-Read the following passage and answer the question.
RBI reports that now two years later, as we were emerging out of the pandemic situation, the global economy has seen tectonic shifts beginning 24th February, with the
commencement of the war in Europe, followed by sanctions and escalating geopolitical tensions. We are confronted with new but humungous challenges – shortages in
key commodities; fractures in the international financial architecture; and fears of deglobalisation. Extreme volatility characterises commodity and financial markets. While
the pandemic quickly morphed from a health crisis to one of life and livelihood, the conflict in Europe has the potential to derail the global economy. Caught in the crosscurrent of multiple headwinds, our approach needs to be cautious but proactive in mitigating the adverse impact on India’s growth, inflation and financial conditions. We
are, however, reassured by the strong buffers that we have built over the past few years, including large foreign exchange reserves, significant improvement in external
sector indicators and substantial strengthening of the financial sector, all of which would help us to weather this storm.
What should be India’s approach to deal with the situation of commencement of the war in Europe?
A:-We should import and hoard crude oil as much as possible
B:-We need to be cautious but proactive in mitigating the adverse impact on India’s growth, inflation and financial conditions
C:-We should ensure that war comes to an end at the earliest
D:-We should close down our financial dealings to reduce our exposure to global economy
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question38:-Read the following passage and answer the question.
Indian Economic survey discusses two approaches namely Agile approach and waterfall approach. The Agile approach is a well-established intellectual framework that is
increasingly used in fields like project management and technology development. In an uncertain environment, the Agile framework responds by assessing outcomes in
short iterations and constantly adjusting incrementally. It is important here to distinguish Agile from the “Waterfall” framework which has been the conventional method for
framing policy in India and most of the world. The Waterfall approach entails a detailed, initial assessment of the problem followed by a rigid up- front plan for
implementation. This methodology works on the premise that all requirements can be understood at the beginning and therefore pre-commits to a certain path of action.
This is the thinking reflected in five-year economic plans, and rigid urban master-plans.
What is the main difference between agile approach and waterfall approach?
A:-Agile approach is very flexible and waterfall approach is rigid
B:-The problem is initially assessed in the agile approach whereas it is not so in the waterfall approach
C:-Waterfall approach is used in the uncertain environment and agile approach is used mostly in the conventional policy making
D:-Agile approach is not good for urban master plans whereas waterfall approach is very amenable for it.
Correct Answer:- Option-A

Question39:-Read the following passage and answer the question.
Finance commission report states that the level of development of a state is a function of complex factors, which include historical, cultural and sociological
characteristics. Additional financial resources are certainly needed to help a state develop, but the ability to effectively use those resources is undoubtedly more crucial,
and is a distinctive feature visible across states. Poor administration and weak institutions in a state, for example, clearly under optimise allocated resources. This
Commission seeks to harmonise the principles of expenditure needs, equity and performance in determining the criteria for horizontal sharing by broadly assigning
appropriate weightages. The need-based principles would clearly include the criteria of population, area, forest and ecology. The equity- based principles envisage
income distance which, as in the past, continues to be assigned high weightage. In respect of the performance criteria, we have assigned weightages to demographic
performance as well as tax and fiscal efforts.
What are all the major reasons for the underutilization of allocated resources by the States?
A:-Political instability
B:-Lack of political will
C:-Poor administration and weak institutions
D:-States are not having enough needs to spend the resources
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question40:-Read the following passage and answer the question.
Finance Commission report states that the pandemic has also created new challenges in the field of education for our young learners. State Governments across the
country shut down schools and colleges as an immediate measure to slow the spread of the pandemic. The closure of schools and universities will not only have a shortterm impact on the continuity of learning for students but will also have far-reaching economic and social consequences.
The state governments shutdown schools and colleges to…………….
A:-Prevent students from learning
B:-Prevent the students from appearing exams
C:-Slow the spread of the pandemic
D:-Completely eliminate covid-19 disease
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question41:-Read the following passage and answer the question.
Organic Agriculture should sustain and enhance the health of soil, plant, animal, human and planet as one and indivisible. This principle points out that the health of
individuals and communities cannot be separated from the health of ecosystems - healthy soils produce healthy crops that foster the health of animals and people.
Health is the wholeness and integrity of living systems. It is not simply the absence of illness, but the maintenance of physical, mental, social and ecological well-being.
Immunity, resilience and regeneration are key characteristics of health. The role of organic agriculture, whether in farming, processing, distribution, or consumption, is to
sustain and enhance the health of ecosystems and organisms from the smallest in the soil to human beings. In particular, organic agriculture is intended to produce high
quality, nutritious food that contributes to preventive health care and well-being. In view of this it should avoid the use of fertilizers, pesticides, animal drugs and food
additives that may have adverse health effects.
What is health?
A:-Absence of illness only
B:-It is the wholeness and integrity of living systems
C:-Immunity, resilience and regeneration
D:-State of well being
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question42:-Read the following passage and answer the question.
Franchising is a system for selectively distributing goods or services through outlets owned by the franchisee. Basically, a franchise is a patent or trademark, license,
entitling the holder to market particular products or services under a brand name or trademark according to prearranged terms and conditions. The franchiser is the
owner of his or her own business (the franchisee) is likely to be more diligent and strive harder for success than the hired manager of a company-owned outlet. Since
franchising is form of selective distribution, the typical franchise agreement prohibits the franchise from setting up competing outlets within the franchise area.
What is the main advantage of Franchising model of business?
A:-The franchiser is the owner of his or her own business (the franchisee) is likely to be more diligent and strive harder for success than the hired manager of a
company-owned outlet.
B:-Company owned outlets give more profits
C:-This model gives quick service and ensures customer satisfaction
D:-This model increases the competition in the area
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question43:-Read the following passage and answer the question
IMF’S World Economic Outlook, April 2022, reports that in many countries, inflation has become a central concern. In some advanced economies, including the United
States and some European countries, it has reached its highest level in more than 40 years, in the context of tight labor markets. There is a rising risk that inflation
expectations become de-anchored, prompting a more aggressive tightening response from central banks. In emerging market and developing economies, increases in
food and fuel prices could significantly increase the risk of social unrest.
The high inflation may lead to…………
A:-Central banks to act very aggressive and increase money supply in the economy
B:-Central banks getting angry and ban the trade
C:-Central banks to act aggressive and decrease money supply in the economy
D:-Central banks asking people to protest in the street
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question44:-Read the following passage and answer the question.
World Trade Report, 2021 while discussing the role of trade in economic resilience mentions that Trade and related mobility can increase the impact of shocks by
spreading disease, magnifying economic disruptions through value chains, and increasing emissions that contribute to climate change. However, trade can also
strengthen resilience by boosting productivity and growth and by increasing access to goods and services to prepare for, cope with and recover from the impact of
shocks. Trade can speed up economic recovery, for example when sustained foreign demand helps to compensate for reduced domestic demand. Trade policies are
crucial to support the beneficial role of trade, for example by easing trade controls to support the flow of emergency goods, and by limiting the use of export restrictions to
promote the availability of essential goods globally. A diversified trade and production structure make it more likely that trade can play a positive role in coping with
shocks.
Trade can…………
A:-Increase the impact of shocks by limiting the spread of disease
B:-Reduce the emissions thus to prevent climate change
C:-Prevent economic growth
D:-Speed up economic recovery owing to increased foreign demand
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question45:-Read the following passage and answer the question.
The word Quo-Warranto literally means "by what warrants?" or "what is your authority"? It is a writ issued with a view to restrain a person from holding a public office to
which he is not entitled. The writ requires the concerned person to explain to the Court by what authority he holds the office. If a person has usurped a public office, the

Court may direct him not to carry out any activities in the office or may announce the office to be vacant. Thus High Court may issue a writ of quo-warranto if a person
holds an office beyond his retirement age. The conditions for issue of Quo-Warranto are the office must be public and it must be created by a statue or by the constitution
itself, the office must be a substantive one and not merely the function or employment of a servant at the will and during the pleasure of another and there must have
been a contravention of the constitution or a statute or statutory instrument, in appointing such person to that office.
Quo warranto is the writ issued to restrain a person from holding a ……………
A:-Private office
B:-Public office
C:-Companies
D:-Firms
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question46:-Read the following passage and answer the question.
SEBI in its March 2022 month bulletin states that “Traditionally, the markets’ focus is on businesses and entrepreneurs who raise funds for commercial purposes.
However, there are a number of NGOs, philanthropists, social enterprises, etc. which work towards the social welfare of the underserved or less privileged population.
A reliable, transparent platform for raising funds for projects aimed at social welfare can go a long way in helping these stakeholders. The proposed Social Stock
Exchange, a platform for listing social enterprises and voluntary organizations so that they can raise capital, is a step in this direction.”
What is the main objective of the proposed Social Stock Exchange by SEBI?
A:-To raise funds for commercial purposes
B:-To raise funds for cancer patients
C:-To raise funds for social welfare projects
D:-To set a transparent platform for profit making investments.
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question47:-In the following question, the passage consists of six sentences. The first and sixth sentences are given in the beginning as S1 and S6. The middle four
sentences in each have been removed and jumbled up. These are labelled as A, B,C,D. You are required to find out the proper order for the four sentences and mark
the answer accordingly.
S1: I wish to apply for the position of General Manager, advertised in today’s newspapers.
S6: If I am given the post, I can assure you I will do my best to give you satisfaction.
A: I am 25 years old
B: I have completed BA (Economics)
C: And got first rank in the university and a gold medal
D: I enclose some testimonials, and refer you to the Principal of my College for my character.
A:-ABCD
B:-CDAB
C:-BDAC
D:-ACBD
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question48:-In the following question, a sentence is divided into four parts (A,B,C,D). Rearrange it in the proper sequence in order to make a meaningful sentence.
A: direct, indirect, or close contact with infected people through infected secretions such
B: are expelled when an infected person coughs, sneezes, talks or sings
C: as saliva and respiratory secretions or their respiratory droplets which
D: Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 can occur through
A:-ABCD
B:-DACB
C:-DBAC
D:-CDBA
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question49:-In the following question, a paragraph is divided into four parts (A,B,C,D). Rearrange it in the proper sequence in order to make a meaningful paragraph.
A: join together to form bigger drops called rain
B: This vapour rises, cools and changes into tiny water droplets, which form clouds
C: Heat from sun turns moisture from plants and leaves, as well as oceans, lakes and rivers into water vapour which disappears into the air.
D: The water droplets in the clouds
A:-CBDA
B:-ABDC
C:-CDBA
D:-BCDA
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question50:-In the following question, a paragraph is divided into four parts (A,B,C,D). Rearrange it in the proper sequence in order to make a meaningful paragraph.
A: A Mutual Fund is essentially a trust that collects money from many investors.
B: Based on the fund’s objective the money collected invested in various shares, bonds and securities.
C: Fund manager manages the fund with the objective to earn optimum returns.
D: The optimum return earned is divided and distributed among the investors based on their contribution.
A:-ABCD
B:-DCBA
C:-CADB
D:-DACB
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question51:-Which of the following number is NOT divisible by 11?
A:-23638483
B:-32364838
C:-48323638
D:-84637821
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question52:-Choose the correct arrangement of fractions in the descending order
A:B:C:D:Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question53:-The sum of two numbers is 14 and the difference is 2. Find the product of these numbers.
A:-28
B:-38

C:-48
D:-14
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question54:-A wild life survey was conducted in a sanctuary to identify the number of tigers and hornbills. When the warden counted the heads it came to be 100. When
he added up the legs it came to be 300. What is the number of tigers in the sanctuary?
A:-100
B:-50
C:-75
D:-25
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question55:-Cricket league X’s owner got five batsmen for four crores, three bowlers for 3.5 crores and three allrounders for five crores. What is the average expenditure
per team member?
A:-3.59 crores
B:-4.31 crores
C:-4.75 crores
D:-4.13 crores
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question56:-The ratio of ages of X and Y is 9:10 respectively. Ten years ago, the ratio of their ages was 4:5 respectively. What is the present age of X?
A:-20
B:-18
C:-19
D:-22
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question57:-A and B together can complete a piece of work in ten days and B alone in twenty days. In how many days can A alone complete the work?
A:-15 days
B:-20 days
C:-30 days
D:-25 days
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question58:-Vimal can complete a work in 8 days. Raja can complete the work in 16 days. If both of them work together in how many days can they complete the same
piece of work?
A:B:C:D:Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question59:-A tourist walked at a speed of 8 km/hr from destination A to destination B and came back from destination B to destination A at the speed of 4 km/hr. what
would be the ratio of the time taken by the tourist in walking from destination A to B to that from destination B to A?
A:B:C:D:Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question60:-In the pursuit of solving a mysterious crime, a police officer travels to various modes to various destinations. His travel details are as given follows. 1000km
by train at an average speed of 50km/hr. 2000km by plane at an average speed of 500km/hr. 500km by ship at an average speed of 25km/hr, 100km by bus at an
average speed of 50km/hr. What is the average speed of his entire journey?
A:B:C:D:Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question61:-A college student travelled from her home to the college at the rate of 45 km/hr and walked back at the rate of 5 km/hr. The whole journey took 5 hrs. Find
out the distance of her college from her home?
A:B:C:D:Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question62:-The downstream speed of the boat is 60 Km/hr whereas the upstream speed is 50 km/hr. What is the speed of the boat in the still water?
A:-50 Km/hr
B:-110 Km/hr
C:-5 Km/hr
D:-55 Km/hr
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question63:-Two trains 200 meters and 250 meters long are running in the same direction with speed of 73 km/hr and 55 km/hr. In how much time will the first train cross
the second?
A:-1 min 40 sec
B:-1 min 30 sec
C:-1 min 45 sec
D:-1 min 50 sec
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question64:-Two trains 250 meters and 240 meters in length are running towards each other on parallel lines, one at the rate of 62 km/hr and another is 100 km/hr. How
much time will they take to cross each other?
A:-10 sec
B:-15 sec
C:-11 sec
D:-20 sec
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question65:-Ravi invested Rs 10000 in a scheme which provides 12 percent simple interest per annum. If he keeps the investment only till eight months, what would be
the simple interest obtained?
A:-800
B:-1200
C:-1000
D:-1100
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question66:-A bag contains six red and four white balls. Two balls are drawn at random. Find the probability that they are of the same colour.

A:B:C:D:Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question67:-Simplify 8734081X9999
A:-87332086019
B:-87332097019
C:-87332096019
D:-87332075919
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question68:-5X55X555
A:-152635
B:-152625
C:-152655
D:-152615
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question69:-In a group of eighty people 55 like coffee, 35 like tea and each person likes at least one of the two drinks. Find the number of people who like both coffee
and tea?
A:-15
B:-20
C:-10
D:-5
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question70:-How many boxes are required for filling 25 kg of sweets if each box is filled with 500 gm of sweet?
A:-25
B:-30
C:-50
D:-20
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question71:-A tank can be filled by pipes X and Y can be filled by pipes X and Y in 2 hrs and 4 hrs respectively. When full, the cistern can be emptied by pipe Z in 6 hrs.
If all pipes here turned on at the same time, in how much time the tank be filled?
A:B:C:D:Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question72:-30 men can do a piece of work in 15 days. How many men would be required to do the same work in 30 days?
A:-15
B:-30
C:-10
D:-25
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question73:-Raja, Rahul and Rema started a start up company by investing rupees 2000, 4000 and 8000 respectively. At the end of the financial year, the profit earned
was distributed based on their contribution to the investment. If Rema’s share was 4000 rupees, what was their total profit?
A:-8000
B:-7000
C:-10000
D:-11000
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question74:-X and Y invest in a business in the ratio 3:2. If 25 percent of the profit goes to the charity and X’s share is 15000 rupees, what is the total profit?
A:-100000
B:-200000
C:-300000
D:-400000
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question75:-X and Y are partners in a business. X invests 50000 for 8 months. Y invests 25000 for 4 months. Out of a profit of 50000, X’s share is?
A:-50000
B:-12500
C:-40000
D:-11500
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question76:-The ratio of the milk to water in 100 litres of a mixture is 7:3. The water (in litres) to be added to it to make the ratio 2:1 is?
A:-5
B:-4
C:-3
D:-10
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question77:- If
, what is the value of
?
A:B:C:D:Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question78:-Rihanna purchased an apartment for 50 lakh rupees and sold it for 70 lakh rupees. What is the profit percent she made in this transaction?
A:-40
B:-30
C:-50
D:-45
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question79:-The present value of the car is 10 lakh. If its value depreciates 5 percent in the first year, 4 percent in the second year, and 2 percent in the third year, what
will be it’s value after 3 years?
A:-893500
B:-863600
C:-893700

D:-893760
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question80:-Reena spent 56000 on purchasing TV, 32000 on buying a camera and remaining 20 percent of the total amount she had as cash with her. What was the
total amount?
A:-100000
B:-110000
C:-109000
D:-108000
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question81:-In a cricket team, the manager noted down the height of the players in cms. Average height calculated was 160.63 cms. Height of the players arranged in
ascending order as 153, 154, 155,160, 161,162,162,163,164,165, x.
What would be the height of th e 11 th player denoted as x
A:B:C:D:Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question82:-The length of the room is 6.5 meters and width is 4.75 meters. Find the cost of paving the floor by tiles at the rate of Rs 1000 per square meter.
A:-30875
B:-30785
C:-11250
D:-11520
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question83:-Shreya invested Rs 3500 in Rs 10 shares quoted at Rs 7. If the rate of dividend be 12 percent, her annual income is?
A:-550
B:-600
C:-650
D:-700
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question84:-In how many different ways can the letters of the word GREAT be arranged?
A:-6
B:-24
C:-120
D:-6400
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question85:-In how many different ways can the letters of the word SEQUEL be arranged?
A:-6
B:-24
C:-30
D:-360
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question86:-Find the wrong number in the series. 2,9,28,65,126,236,344
A:-65
B:-236
C:-126
D:-344
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question87:-What will come in the place of the question mark in the following number series?
2, 3, 5, 7, 11, ?, 17, 19, 23….
A:-12
B:-13
C:-14
D:-15
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question88:A:-2200
B:-1100
C:-1110
D:-1111
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question89:-What is the sum of
A:-15
B:-14
C:-4
D:-0
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question90:- Which of the following fraction is less than ?
A:B:C:D:Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question91:-5/4 of 6/5 of 6500=?
A:-6000
B:-6300
C:-6600
D:-6900
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question92:-Preeja works in her office for 6 hrs and Rema works in her office for 7 hrs 30 mins. What is the ratio of their working hours?
A:B:C:D:-

Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question93:-The circumference of the front wheel of the cart is 80 ft long and that of the back wheel is 88 ft long. What is the distance travelled by the cart, when the front
wheel has done five more revolution than the rear wheel?
A:-4500
B:-4450
C:-4400
D:-4600
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question94:-What was the day of the week on 26th January, 1950?
A:-Sunday
B:-Friday
C:-Tuesday
D:-Thursday
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question95:-In a lottery, there are 50 blanks and 20 prizes. If a lottery is drawn random, what is the probability of getting a prize?
A:B:C:D:Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question96:-Rakesh invested 20 %, 30% and 40% of his savings in buying shares of three different companies A, B & C which declared dividends 10%, 20 % & 40 %
respectively. If his total income on account of dividend be 6430, find the amount invested in buying shares of the company C?
A:-1000
B:-2000
C:-3000
D:-4000
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question97:-A sheet of paper with 20 cm long 16 cm wide has squares of side 2 cm cut from each of its corners. The sheet is then folded to form a tray of depth of 4 cm.
Find the volume of the tray.
A:B:C:D:Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question98:-Find the area of a square, one of whose diagonal is 4 m long?
A:B:C:D:Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question99:-A sum becomes its double in 20 years. Find the annual rate of simple interest.
A:B:C:D:Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question100:-The present age of 3 persons is in proportion of 4:7:9. Ten years ago, the sum of their ages was 70. Find their present age.
A:-20,35,45
B:-45,35,20
C:-35,20,45
D:-45,20,35
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question101:-RWKL is related to QVJK in the same way as PULI is related to?
A:-YUTO
B:-ILUP
C:-QVMJ
D:-JMVQ
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question102:-Choose the word which is least like the other words in the group.
A.Great Hornbill
B. Indian Mynah
C. Cattle Egrets
D. Fruit bats
A:-A
B:-C
C:-D
D:-B
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question103:- If WELCOME is coded as XFKCNNF, how would you code COUNTRY?
A:-DPVNSSZ
B:-PVDZSSN
C:-VPDNSSX
D:-ZSSNVPD
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question104:-In a certain language, ‘Good night’ is written as ‘giz lo’, ‘beautiful night’ as ‘giz mae’, ‘Good beautiful night’ as ‘mae lo giz’. What code words are written for
‘good’ and ‘beautiful’?
A:-giz, mae
B:-mae, giz
C:-lo, mae
D:-mae, lo
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question105:-A and B are sisters. C and D are sisters. A’s son is D’s brother. How is B related to C?
A:-Sister
B:-Aunt
C:-Mother

D:-Sister-in-Law
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question106:-Byju walks 20 km towards North. From there he walks 17 km south. Then he walks 4 km towards west. How far and in which direction is he with reference
to his starting point?
A:-10 km West
B:-8 km West
C:-10 km North West
D:-5 km North West
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question107:-From the given alternative words, select the word which cannot be formed using the letters of the given word.
INTRANSIGENCE
A:-GENETIC
B:-SENSE
C:-ARTIST
D:-ANSWER
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question108:-In a school chemistry lab, Ashraf finds that he is 10th student from left side line and 15th position from right side line. The lab has 15 burettes to distribute
among students to conduct chemical analysis. How many additional burettes are needed if each student to be provided with one burette?
A:-8
B:-9
C:-10
D:-11
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question109:-A shepherd had 20 sheep. All but eleven died. How many was he left with?
A:-9
B:-11
C:-10
D:-NIL
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question110:-In the following question, there are two statements followed by two conclusions numbered I and II. Read the conclusion and then decide which of the given
conclusions logically follows from the two given statements, disregarding commonly known facts.
Statements: 1.All girls are men
2.Some men are students
Conclusions: I. All men are girls
II. Some men are not students
A:-Only conclusion I follows
B:-Only conclusion II follows
C:-Neither conclusion I nor conclusion II follows
D:-Both conclusion I and II follow
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question111:-In the following question, there are two statements followed by two conclusions numbered I and II. Read the conclusion and then decide which of the given
conclusions logically follows from the two given statements, disregarding commonly known facts.
Statements: 1. Some donkeys are horses
2.All horses are goats
Conclusions: I. All goats are horses
II. Some donkeys are goats.
A:-Only conclusion I follows
B:-Only conclusion II follows
C:-Neither conclusion I nor conclusion II follows
D:-Both conclusion I and II follow
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question112:-In the following question, there are two statements followed by two conclusions numbered I and II. Read the conclusion and then decide which of the given
conclusions logically follows from the two given statements, disregarding commonly known facts.
Statements:1. All reds are oranges
2. Some oranges are white
Conclusions: I. All oranges are red
II. Some reds are white
A:-Only conclusion I follows
B:-Only conclusion II follows
C:-Neither conclusion I nor conclusion II follows
D:-Both conclusion I and II follow
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question113:-In the following question, there are two statements followed by two conclusions numbered I and II. Read the conclusion and then decide which of the given
conclusions logically follows from the two given statements, disregarding commonly known facts.
Statements: 1. No cat is dog
2. No dog is tiger
Conclusions: I. No cat is tiger
II. Some tigers are dog
A:-Only conclusion I follows
B:-Only conclusion II follows

C:-Neither conclusion I nor conclusion II follows
D:-Both conclusion I and II follow
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question114:-In the following question, there are two statements followed by two conclusions numbered I and II. Read the conclusion and then decide which of the given
conclusions logically follows from the two given statements, disregarding commonly known facts.
Statements: 1. All flowers are cherries
2. All cheeries are mangoes
Conclusions: I.All flowers are mangoes
II.Some flowers are not mangoes
A:-Only conclusion I follows
B:-Only conclusion II follows
C:-Neither conclusion I nor conclusion II follows
D:-Both conclusion I and II follows
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question115:-In the following question, there is a statement given followed by two conclusions numbered I and II. Read the conclusion and then decide which of the
given conclusions follows from the statement.
Statement: The Directive Principles of State Policy of the Indian Constitution are very comprehensive economic, social and political programme for a modern Democratic
State. However, they are non-justiciable in nature.
Conclusion I. Directive Principles of State Policy of Indian Constitution are not legally enforceable by the courts for their violation.
Conclusion II. These Principles seek to establish economic and social democracy in the Country.
A:-Only conclusion I follows
B:-Only conclusion II follows
C:-Neither conclusion I nor conclusion II follows
D:-Both conclusion I and II follows
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question116:-In the following question, there is a statement given followed by two conclusions numbered I and II. Read the conclusion and then decide which of the
given conclusions follows from the statement.
Statement: The Government of Country X has announced higher education fellowships to those aspiring students who are coming from socially and educationally
backward classes.
Conclusion I. The Government wants to provide equal opportunity to all the students in the Country X in accessing higher education.
Conclusion II. The Government simply want to spend more money by borrowing from other sources thus increasing the Government debt and causing an economic
crisis.
A:-Only conclusion I follows
B:-Only conclusion II follows
C:-Neither conclusion I nor conclusion II follows
D:-Both conclusion I and II follows
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question117:-In the following question, there is a statement given followed by two conclusions numbered I and II. Read the conclusion and then decide which of the
given conclusions follows from the statement.
Statement: More than 90% of India’s imported sunflower oil comes from Ukraine and Russia, mainly Ukraine. Russia’s invasion on Ukraine has severely affected the
sunflower oil supplies to India and sunflower oil prices may get more dear.
Conclusion I: On account of Russia’s invasion on Ukraine, the prices of sunflower oil in India may come down because of low consumption.
Conclusion II. The Government has to domestically increase the production and area of sunflower to ensure it exports to other countries.
A:-Only conclusion I follows
B:-Only conclusion II follows
C:-Neither conclusion I nor conclusion II follows
D:-Both conclusion I and II follows
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question118:-In the following question, there is a statement given followed by two conclusions numbered I and II. Read the conclusion and then decide which of the
given conclusions follows from the statement.
Statement: Increased smart phone use by students is likely to reduce their academic performance.
Conclusion I. All students are having at least one smart phone.
Conclusion II. Smart phone use is one of the criteria for the evaluation of their academic performance.
A:-Only conclusion I follws
B:-Only conclusion II follows
C:-Neither conclusion I nor conclusion II follows
D:-Both conclusion I and II folows
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question119:-In the following question, there is a statement given followed by two conclusions numbered I and II. Read the conclusion and then decide which of the
given conclusions follows from the statement.
Statement: Sustainability means meeting our own needs without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
Conclusion I. One should not leave anything to next generation to get benefit from the nature.
Conclusion II. One should use the resources at the minimal level and ensure that the future generations also can meet their needs.

A:-Only conclusion I follows
B:-Only conclusion II follows
C:-Neither conclusion I nor conclusion II follows
D:-Both conclusion I and II follows
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question120:-In the following question, there is a statement given followed by two conclusions numbered I and II. Read the conclusion and then decide which of the
given conclusions follows from the statement.
Statement: Vermicomposting is a process in which some earthworm species are used to convert organic matter into valuable manure. These composts are rich in various
nutrients and provide required nutrients to crops for good growth and development.
Conclusion I. Vermicomposts can play a vital role in organic farming by proving organic nutrients to the field crops.
Conclusion II. Earthworms are considered as one of the major pests in the agricultural fields.

A:-Only conclusion I follows
B:-Only conclusion II follows
C:-Neither conclusion I nor conclusion II follows
D:-Both conclusion I and II follows
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question121:-In the following question, there is a statement followed by two arguments I and II. You have to decide which is a “Strong argument” and which is a “weak
argument”.
Statement: Is trade protectionism good?
Argument I: Yes, it entirely and effectively prevents free capital movement thus helping domestic exporters.
Argument II: No, it affects the free trade and leads to low net welfare to all the players.
A:-Only argument I is strong
B:-Only argument II is strong
C:-Neither I nor II is strong
D:-Both I and II are strong
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question122:-In the following question, there is a statement followed by two arguments I and II. You have to decide which is a “Strong argument” and which is a “weak
argument”.
Statement: Should the cryptocurrencies be legalized?
Argument I: Yes, It will ensure that these transactions are regulated and will bring additional tax revenue to the government.
Argument II: No, if it is legalized some private person may invest huge money and may earn windfall profit which will lead to economic inequalities.
A:-Only argument I is strong
B:-Only argument II is strong
C:-Neither I nor II is string
D:-Both I and II are strong
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question123:-In the following question, there is a statement followed by two arguments I and II. You have to decide which is a “Strong argument” and which is a “weak
argument”.
Statement: E-vehicle mobility is one of the important means to control environmental pollution that is caused by fossil fuels. But recent reports show that there are some
isolated events of electric scooters getting on fire. In these circumstances, should the government ban all electric scooters?
Argument I: Yes, this is important to promote fossil fuels which have been in use for centuries.
Argument II: No, alternatively government has to appoint an expert committee to study the accidents and enforce a stringent regulatory framework.
A:-Only argument I is strong
B:-Only argument II is strong
C:-Neither I nor II is strong
D:-Both I and II are strong
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question124:-In the following question, there is a statement followed by two arguments I and II. You have to decide which is a “Strong argument” and which is a “weak
argument”.
Statement: Should the Reserve Bank of India increase the interest rates, taking note of the increasing inflation?
Argument I: Yes, Increasing interest rate would bring down the demand and consequently the price.
Argument II: No, Increasing interest rate would result in poor economic growth and increasing inflation in a way would benefit the traders.
A:-Only argument I is strong
B:-Only argument II is strong
C:-Neither I nor II is strong
D:-Both I and II are strong
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question125:-In the following question, there is a statement followed by two arguments I and II. You have to decide which is a “Strong argument” and which is a “weak
argument”.
Statement: Should the Government invest in social security schemes to ensure welfare of all the sections in the society?
Argument I: Yes, This is important as we should have very healthy people to fight in a war.
Argument II: No, This will result in huge expenditure which should be avoided.
A:-Only argument I is strong
B:-Only argument II is strong

C:-Neither I nor II is strong
D:-Both I and II are strong
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question126:-In the following question, there is a statement followed by two assumptions numbered I and II. Consider the statement and decide which of the given
assumptions is implicit.
Statement: OTTs have become indispensable for the entertainment of the people during covid pandemic.
Assumption I: OTTs are the only media of entertainment during covid pandemic.
Assumption II: People want to relax and enjoy watching movies. Give answer
A:-Only assumption I is implicit
B:-Only assumption II is implicit
C:-Neither assumption I nor assumption II is implicit
D:-Both assumption I and assumption II are implicit
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question127:-In the following question, there is a statement followed by two assumptions numbered I and II. Consider the statement and decide which of the given
assumptions is implicit.
Statement: All are equal but some are more equal than others.
Assumption I: There can be a world in which all are equal in terms of social and economical values.
Assumption II: Government should aim to bring down inequalities.
A:-Only assumption I is implicit
B:-Only assumption II is implicit
C:-Neither assumption I nor assumption II is implicit
D:-Both assumption I and assumption II are implicit
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question128:-In the following question, there is a small paragraph followed by a question on it. Read the paragraph carefully and answer the question given below it.
Paragraph: NITI Aayog has released draft policy on battery-swapping for electric two- and three- wheelers. The main highlights are lowering of prices of electric vehicles,
accelerating the adoption of battery powered vehicles, addressing anomalies in GST rates with regard to batteries, EV supply equipment, and e-vehicles, and enhancing
the safety and performance of advanced cell chemistry.
This passage best supports the statement that:
A:-Electric vehicles are not safe currently
B:-Government is planning to address the issues faced by electric vehicle industry holistically.
C:-Electric vehicles are very much needed to ensure pollution free environment
D:-Electric vehicles give very good mileage
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question129:-In the following question, there is a small paragraph followed by a question on it. Read the paragraph carefully and answer the question given below it.
Paragraph: Russia and Ukraine are the major players in the global wheat market. However, Russia’s invasion on Ukraine and subsequent economic sanctions greatly
affected the wheat exports from Russia and Ukraine. This affected food security in the import dependent countries mainly from Africa. This provides a window of
opportunity to India to diversify export to these countries. The concerned export promotion authorities must facilitate smooth movement of exports.
This passage best supports the statement that:
A:-India is to play very important role in the present crisis by ensuring global food security.
B:-India should not export to other countries as it will affect domestic supply
C:-India should stockpile more to avoid any food security issue
D:-India should reduce the area under cultivation of wheat to avoid the glut
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question130:-In the following question, there is a small paragraph followed by a question on it. Read the paragraph carefully and answer the question given below it.
Paragraph: Economic Survey 2020-21 describes Covid-19 pandemic as “once in a century global crisis”. To covert the pandemic into an opportunity the Government of
India gave a call for Atma Nirbhar Bharat Abhiyaan – Self Reliance Campaign by early 2020-21. This campaign includes diverse range of policy steps put forward in the
form of incentives, structural reforms aimed at making India a US$ 5 trillion economy and a global economic powerhouse by 2024-25.
This passage best supports the statement that:
A:-Covid-19 resulted in huge economic disaster
B:-Every crisis is an opportunity. Covid-19 is not an exception.
C:-Government should provide huge support to industry to weather the crisis
D:-Government should avoid any drastic steps to support industry at this point as the crisis is not yet over.
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question131:-In the following question, there is a small paragraph followed by a question on it. Read the paragraph carefully and answer the question given below it.
Economic Survey 2017-18 discusses the new concept of Climate Smart Agriculture (CSA). It is an approach that helps to guide actions needed to transform and reorient
agricultural systems to effectively support development and ensure food security under changing climate. It aims to provide stake holders the means to identify
agricultural strategies suitable to their local conditions.
This passage best supports the statement that:
A:-Climate Smart Agricultural technologies should come from abroad
B:-Government should greatly invest in Climate Smart Agricultural technologies.
C:-Climate Smart Agriculture provides means to the farmers to identify agricultural strategies based on their local situations
D:-Climate Smart Agriculture is not financially viable at this stage
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question132:-In the following question, there is a small paragraph followed by a question on it. Read the paragraph carefully and answer the question given below it.
Paragraph: Siddharth believed that meditation on right subjects led to development of the spirit of universal love. He justified himself by saying “When we think of living
things, we begin with distinction and discrimination. We separate friends from enemies, we separate animals we rear from human beings. We love friends and
domesticated animals and we hate enemies and wild animals”
This passage best supports the statement that:
A:-The only way to develop universal love is though meditation
B:-Love is always universal
C:-Love is god
D:-Meditation on right subjects will result in the development of spirit of universal love

Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question133:-In the following question, two statements numbered I and II are given. There may be cause and effect relationship between two statements. These two
statements may be the effect of same cause or independent causes. These statements may be independent causes without having any relationship. Read both the
statements and mark your answer accordingly.
Statement I: The price of onions has been increased considerably during this monsoon season.
Statement II: Onion producing areas are flooded due to more than normal monsoon rains.
A:-Statement I is the cause and statement II is its effect
B:-Statement II is the cause and statement I is its effect
C:-Both statement I and statement II are independent causes
D:-Both statement I and II are effects of independent causes
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question134:-In the following question, two statements numbered I and II are given. There may be cause and effect relationship between two statements. These two
statements may be the effect of same cause or independent causes. These statements may be independent causes without having any relationship. Read both the
statements and mark your answer accordingly.
Statement I: The crude oil price has been increased in the international market in the recent months.
Statement II: The domestic petrol and diesel prices have gone up in the recent months setting inflationary trend in the economy.
A:-Statement I is the cause and statement II is its effect
B:-Statement II is the cause and statement I is its effect
C:-Both statement I and statement II are independent causes
D:-Both statement I and II are effect of independent causes
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question135:-In the following question, two statements numbered I and II are given. There may be cause and effect relationship between two statements. These two
statements may be the effect of same cause or independent causes. These statements may be independent causes without having any relationship. Read both the
statements and mark your answer accordingly.
Statement I: India is looking at Argentina to import sunflower oil to ensure sufficient quantity of sunflower oil to Indian consumers
Statement II: Russia’s invasion on Ukraine affected sunflower oil supplies from these countries.
A:-Statement I is the cause and statement II is its effect
B:-Statement II is the cause and statement I is its effect
C:-Both statement I and statement II are independent causes
D:-Both statement I and II are effect of independent causes
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question136:-In the following question, two statements numbered I and II are given. There may be cause and effect relationship between two statements. These two
statements may be the effect of same cause or independent causes. These statements may be independent causes without having any relationship. Read both the
statements and mark your answer accordingly.
Statement I: The Federal Bureau has increased interest rates to control inflation in the USA.
Statement II: Foreign Institutional Investors leave Indian capital market as the capital becomes very costly in USA.
A:-Statement I is the cause and statement II is its effect
B:-Statement II is the cause and statement I is its effect
C:-Both statement I and statement II are independent causes
D:-Both statement I and II are effect of independent causes
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question137:-In the following question, two statements numbered I and II are given. There may be cause and effect relationship between two statements. These two
statements may be the effect of same cause or independent causes. These statements may be independent causes without having any relationship. Read both the
statements and mark your answer accordingly.
Statement I: Large scale climate change will lead to increased occurrence of extreme weather events, sea erosion and spread of vector borne diseases.
Statement II: Increased use of fossil fuels leads to global warming which in turn cause climate change.
A:-Statement I is the cause and statement II is its effect
B:-Statement II is the cause and statement I is its effect
C:-Both statement I and statement II are independent causes
D:-Both statement I and statement II are effect of independent causes
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question138:-In the following question, two statements numbered I and II are given. There may be cause and effect relationship between two statements. These two
statements may be the effect of same cause or independent causes. These statements may be independent causes without having any relationship. Read both the
statements and mark your answer accordingly.
Statement I: IMD forecasted very heavy rainfall tomorrow.
Statement II: District Collector has announced holiday to schools and colleges tomorrow in the district to prevent any untoward incident due to heavy rain.
A:-Statement I is the cause and statement II is its effect
B:-Statement II is the cause and statement I is its effect
C:-Both statement I and statement II are independent causes
D:-Both statement I and II are effect of independent causes
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question139:-In the following question, two statements numbered I and II are given. There may be cause and effect relationship between two statements. These two
statements may be the effect of same cause or independent causes. These statements may be independent causes without having any relationship. Read both the
statements and mark your answer accordingly.
Statement I: The lorry driver was arrested for rash driving.
Statement II: Pilot was suspended for violating safety protocols during landing.
A:-Statement I is the cause and statement II is its effect
B:-Statement II is the cause and statement I is its effect
C:-Both statement I and statement II are independent causes
D:-Both statement I and statement II are effect of independent causes
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question140:-USA is related to Dollar in the same way as Turkey related to…..
A:-Kyat
B:-Lira
C:-Drachma
D:-Bhat

Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question141:-…………………….is a cyberfraud deceptive activity where a person creates a fictional persona or fake identity on a social networking service, usually
targeting a specific victim.
A:-Dogfishing
B:-Catfishing
C:-Swapping
D:-Cyber bullying
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question142:-……………………..is a kind of cyber fraud where data is copied from a smartphone, tablet or other electronic devices using a USB charging port that is
actually used for both data connection and charging. The victim believes it to be a charging port.
A:-Juice stalking
B:-Locking fraud
C:-Juice jacking
D:-Cyber connect
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question143:-What is the underlying technology behind cryptocurrencies?
A:-Augmented Reality
B:-Artificial Intelligence
C:-Block Information Technology
D:-Blockchain Technology
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question144:-Optical fiber works based on the optical principle of “…………” to capture the light transmitted in an optical fiber and confine the light to the core of the fiber.
A:-Total Internal reflection
B:-Total external reflection
C:-Refraction of light
D:-Diffraction of light
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question145:-Which is the nodal agency in India for responding to computer security incidents as and when they occur?
A:-Indian Computer Emergency Repair Team
B:-Indian Computer Emergency Reduction Team
C:-Indian Computer Emergency Response Team
D:-Indian Computer Emergency Relief Team
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question146:-It is a virtual reality space in which users can interact with a computer generated environment and other users.
A:-Megaverse
B:-Microverse
C:-Mycoverse
D:-Metaverse
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question147:-………….is a method of executing order using automated preprogrammed trading instructions accounting for variables such as time, price and volume.
A:-Machine Learning
B:-Code based trading
C:-Algo trading
D:-Speculation trading
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question148:-Name the capital city which permitted driverless robotaxis recently.
A:-New York
B:-Tokyo
C:-London
D:-Beijing
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question149:-Which state in India has highest proportion of people who are multidimensionally poor as per NITI Ayog Report, 2021?
A:-Uttar Pradesh
B:-Bihar
C:-Odisha
D:-Madhyapradesh
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question150:-It is a trusted messaging system for banks and many financial institutions internationally controlled by central banks of G10 countries, European Bank and
National bank of Belgium. Please identify this messaging system from which Russian banks and financial institutions were excluded recently owing to Russia’s invasion
on Ukraine
A:-SWIFT – Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication
B:-SPFS – System for Transfer of Financial Messages
C:-CIPS – Cross Border Interbank Payment System
D:-IMF – International Monetary Fund
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question151:-Tata group had made a successful bid of Rs ………………….to buy Air India in October, 2021
A:-17000 Crore
B:-18000 Crore
C:-25000 Crore
D:-15000 Crore
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question152:-On January 2nd , 2022 the 1 USD (United States Dollar) was equal to 74.51 INR (Indian National Rupee). Same value was 76.48 on 24th April, 2022
indicating rupee depreciation. In this scenario, what is the effect on the Indian Economy? Choose the best answer.
A:-Indian Exports become profitable
B:-Indian Imports become costly
C:-Both of the above
D:-None of the above
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question153:-Name the Government of India’s initiative to bring 16 ministries including Railways and Roadways together for integrated planning and coordinated
implementation of infrastructure connectivity projects
A:-Make in India
B:-Digital India
C:-Bharatmala
D:-Gati Shakti
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question154:-Capital market in India regulated by………..
A:-Reserve Bank of India

B:-Securities and Exchange Board of India
C:-Bombay Stock Exchange
D:-National Stock Exchange
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question155:-Which sector of Indian Economy was not much affected by covid-19 pandemic and shown positive growth rate of 3.4 percent in 2020-21?
A:-Agriculture and allied
B:-Industry
C:-Services
D:-None of the above
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question156:-What is an IPO, Initial Public Offer?
A:-A share given to the employees of the company without any charge
B:-A process of public issue where the company gives a price range and it is left upon the share applicants to quote their prices on it – the highest bidder getting the
shares
C:-A share given to the existing shareholders without any charge
D:-It is an event of share issuing when a company comes up with its share/securities issued for the first time.
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question157:-…………………is the outcome of the total transactions of an economy with the outside world in one year.
A:-Foreign Investment
B:-Balance of Payment
C:-Total Trade
D:-Export only
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question158:-Which one of the following statement is NOT CORRECT with respect to Goods and Services Tax (GST)?
A:-GST Identification Number has 15 digits
B:-E-way bill is the electronic document that is generated to show proof of goods movement
C:-It is a comprehensive, multi-stage, destination based tax
D:-One disadvantage of GST is it does not prevent cascading effect of taxes
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question159:-Which of the following statement is NOT CORRECT with respect to CIBIL Score in India.
1.
2.
3.

CIBIL is a credit information company licensed by RBI.
It is a 3 digit number
This number represents a summary of individual’s credit history and credit rating.
A:-1 alone
B:-2 alone
C:-1,2 and 3
D:-None of the above
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question160:-Retail direct is a one stop solution to facilitate investment in Government securities by individual investors. Which institution had launched this scheme
recently?
A:-NSE
B:-BSE
C:-RBI
D:-SEBI
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question161:-A bear market is characterized by…………
A:-Prolonged price decline
B:-Sustained price increase
C:-No change in the price
D:-Fixed percentage price change in any direction
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question162:-Which of the following two institutions are referred as “Britton Woods Twins”?
A:-IMF & World Bank
B:-WTO & GATT
C:-UNICEF and UNESCO
D:-WTO & FAO
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question163:-The worlds largest producer of palm oil recently announced ban on export of palm oil which will lead to increase in oil prices in India. Identify the country.
A:-Malaysia
B:-Indonesia
C:-Srilanka
D:-Philippines
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question164:-Unicorn is the term used in the venture capital industry to describe a start up company with a value of over………….
A:-$ 1 billion
B:-$ 2 billion
C:-$ 3 billion
D:-$ 4 billion
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question165:-Among the following companies, which one is NOT a credit rating agency?
A:-S&P Global Ratings
B:-Moddy's
C:-Deloitte
D:-Fitch group
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question166:-Which of the following code is not associated with proposed labour code?
A:-Code on Salary and remunerations
B:-Code on industrial relations
C:-Social security code and the occupational safety
D:-Health and working conditions code
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question167:-……………..is produced by electrolysis of water using renewable energy.
A:-Brown Hydrogen
B:-Grey Hydrogen
C:-Green Hydrogen
D:-Blue Hydrogen

Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question168:-Google dedicated it’s homepage logo doodle for April 22, 2022 to climate change to mark……
A:-Water Day
B:-Air Day
C:-Environment Day
D:-Earth Day
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question169:-He has devoted his life to documenting the love story between humans and nature and broadcasting it to the world. If we stand a chance of averting
climate and biodiversity breakdowns and cleaning up polluted ecosystems, it’s because millions of us fell in love with the planet that he showed us on Television. Identify
the personality who was awarded Champions of the Earth Lifetime Achievement award by United Nations Environment Programme on April 21, 2022?
A:-Gordan Buchanan
B:-Charlotte Uhlenbroek
C:-David Attenborough
D:-Chris Packham
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question170:-Indian Meteorological Department (IMD) has forecasted normal monsoon this year. IMD also forecasted that El Nino event is not expected this year. What
is El Nino?
A:-Warming of Central Pacific
B:-Increased Monsoon Rainfall in India
C:-Super Cyclones
D:-Summer Showers
Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question171:-As per India State of Forest Report 2021 released by Forest Survey of India, what is the total forest and tree cover?
A:-15.65 percent of the geographical area of the country
B:-24.62 percent of the geographical area of the country
C:-20.87 percent of the geographical area of the country
D:-10.45 percent of the geographical area of the country
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question172:-Net Zero is a state in which country’s total emissions are offset by absorption of Carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. India targets to reach net zero by the
year………
A:-2050
B:-2060
C:-2070
D:-3000
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question173:-The Criminal Procedure (Identification) Act, 2022 authorizes for taking measurements of convicts and other persons for the purposes of identification and
investigation in criminal matters and to preserve records. How long the measurement data to be stored as per the act?
A:-100 years
B:-50 years
C:-75 years
D:-90 years
Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question174:-Choose the correct answer with respect to Census Rules, 1990.
1.In a Gazette Notification issued on 11th March, 2022, the Union Government amended Census Rules, 1990.
2. The terms “electronic form” and “self-enumeration” have been included in the schedule of questions to be asked during the census.
3. Through this amendment, the Census rules allow online self-enumeration.
A:-1 only
B:-2 only
C:-1 and 3 only
D:-1,2,3
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question175:-Which country has recorded recently world's first human infection with the H3N8 strain of bird flu?
A:-Vietnam
B:-China
C:-Cambodia
D:-Philippines
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question176:- Who won Australian Open -2022 women’s singles?
A:-Danielle Collins
B:-Ashleigh Barty
C:-Iga Swiatek
D:-Jessica Pegula
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question177:-Who won the 2021 Formula One World Championship?
A:-Lewis Hamilton
B:-Max Verstappen
C:-Michael Shumacher
D:-George Russel
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question178:-Which Indian City has won the bid to host FIDE (International Chess Federation) Chess Olympiad 2022 tournament?
A:-Hyderabad
B:-Ahmedabad
C:-New Delhi
D:-Chennai
Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question179:-Rameshbabu Praggnandhaa associated with which sport?
A:-Badminton
B:-Chess
C:-IPL Cricket
D:-Kabadi
Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question180:-Santhosh Trophy is associated with…………
A:-Cricket
B:-Tennis
C:-Football
D:-Hockey

Correct Answer:- Option-C

